10 Ways to Keep Up
with Your Tech-Savvy
Employees
Leveraging end-user experience monitoring
to increase employee satisfaction

The New Face of the Digital Workforce
Your tech-native workforce expects superior performance and
speed, regular releases of new features, and the ability to access
systems and apps anywhere and on any device.
If you can’t provide it, they’ll seek it out on their own.

450%
increased likelihood
of workers to leave
a company where
technology lagged
industry trends.1

58%
of business leaders said
their technology
offerings are a factor in
candidates’ decisions to
work for them.2

78%

of respondents indicated their departments utilize non-sanctioned
SaaS apps, even for sensitive workloads such as HR, finance, and
legal and 19% use 6 or more unauthorized apps.3

The Impact of Poor Performance
on Your Employees
Poor application performance results in decreased productivity and
low morale. Unhappy employees make for unhappy customers.
Employees waste
an average of

22
minutes/day
or
91.7hours/year
on IT problems4

Customer
retention rates are

18%

Cognitive function
decreases by

20%

higher on average
when employees are
highly engaged6

after an unexpected
interruption5

End-User Experience Monitoring
and the Employee Experience
Here are the top 10 ways that end-user experience monitoring
can improve the employee digital experience.
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End finger pointing between your
domain specific monitoring teams.

Provide consistent end-user
experiences for your digital
workforce across all their
devices, including mobile.

Validate the
impact of IT
changes on
end-user
experience
to ensure
they result
in better
service.

6
Collaborate with your cloud vendors
to resolve issues by isolating the
source of slow response.

2
Measure the impact of
IT performance on
workforce productivity.

7
3
Augment your vendor SLAs
by measuring the actual
end-user experience.

4
Measure the impact of
IT performance on
workforce productivity.

10

Track the performance of
every type of application
in your portfolio.

Proactively
identify and
resolve
issues that
impact
end-users
rather than
users first
reporting
issues.

8
Gain insight into application
usage to identify which
applications are running on
your network, whether or
not they’re provided by IT.

Empowering Your Service
Desk with Riverbed
With Riverbed, your service desk can gain better visibility to proactively manage
the experience of your digital workforce. Our customers have achieved
operational benefits across the board.

Riverbed Customer Survey Results7
65%

Faster problem resolution time for incidents
Improved end-user device performance
Improved customer experience
Validated the impact of IT change on
end-user experience
Improved application performance

51%
47%
44%
43%

Learn More by Reading Our eBook, “The Essential
Guide to Better Employee Digital Experience.”
DOWNLOAD EBOOK
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